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EXAMPLES: TITLE, ABSTRACT, CITATIONS, & REFERENCES 

 
ASSESSING READINESS OF LANGUAGE EDUCATION MAJORS AT XYZ UNIVERSITY TO 
TAKE THE PRAXIS II EXAM  
(Title does not include identifying information about authors or their institutions)  

 
Abstract (Statement of 75 to 100 words summarizing article) 
 
 Ten of the 13 states in the Southern Conference on Language Teaching (SCOLT) region require the 

Praxis II Exam for teacher licensure in French, German, or Spanish. Perceptions of high failure rates on this 

exam at the researchers’ institution call into question the quality of their teacher education program. The 

researchers find required tasks and performance levels unaligned with the expectations for beginning teachers 

established by the American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages (ACTFL). After describing each 

section of the exam, this article offers strategies to prepare students for the tasks required and ways to assess 

student readiness to take the exam. 

 
Background (Sample passage of text & examples of APA format of citations) 
 
 Most states within the Southern Conference on Language Teaching (SCOLT) have adopted the Praxis II 

Exams as licensure instruments for prospective teachers of French, German, and Spanish. For state departments 

of education, the Praxis II Series has become an attractive and practical alternative to state-generated licensure 

exams because Educational Testing Service (ETS), a professional test development company based in 

Princeton, New Jersey, assumes responsibility for test development and administration, along with liability for 

legal issues. An additional benefit to states and teachers is licensure reciprocity among states requiring the 

Praxis II Exams. Unfortunately, however, the media report that prospective foreign language teachers, 

especially in the field of Spanish, fail the exam in alarming numbers and must often repeat the exam multiple 

times (Cumming, 1998). Test takers and teacher educators respond that the expectations of the component tests 

surpass reasonable levels of professional knowledge and skill for beginning teachers. 

[Insert Table 1 here in text. Enclose Table 1 in box.] 

 Table I (Example of table with APA citation format and retrieval date of URL) 
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Comparison of Component Tests and Passing Scores by States in SCOLT Region  
 
State  French Tests and  German Tests and   Spanish Tests and  
  Passing Scores  Passing Scores   Passing Scores 
 
Arkansas  Content Knowledge 158     Content Knowledge  155 

Productive Skills      167     Productive Skills       141 
 
Georgia  Content Knowledge 156 Content Knowledge 156  Content Knowledge  160 
  Productive Skills      169 Productive Skills      182  Productive Skills       159 
 
Louisiana  Content Knowledge   156 German Test             500  Content Knowledge   160 
 
Information retrieved and compiled from <www.ets.org/praxis/prxstate.html>, November 1, 2003 (Educational 
Testing Service, 2003b). 
 
 
References  
Use a “hanging indent” of five spaces. If problems occur, simply do not indent, as in final example below, but 
do not use the space bar or tab to format references 
 
Include the most recent retrieval date of electronic references 
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Do not include issue numbers for journal with continuous page numbering. 
Atonek, J., McCormick, D., & Donato, R. (1997). The student teacher portfolio as autobiography: Developing a 

professional identity. The Modern Language Journal, 81, 15-27.  
 
Citation for ERIC Document 
Educational Testing Service. (1998). The use of Praxis pass rates to evaluate teacher education programs. An 

ETS background report. (ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. ED 435-640)  
 
Citation for the National Standards Book. 
National Standards in Foreign Language Education Project. (1999). Standards for foreign language learning in 

the 21st century. Yonkers , NY: Author.  
 
Citation for Dimension 
Flewelling, J. (2002) From language lab to multimedia lab: Oral language assessment in the new millennium. In 

C. M. Cherry (Ed.), Dimension: Proceedings of the Southern Conference on Language Teaching (pp. 
33-42). Valdosta, GA: SCOLT Publications.  

 
Use “flush left format,” not tab key or space bar, if “hanging indent” causes problems  
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